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The Psychodynamics of Chronic Depression in Music: 

An Agentially-Enriched Narrative Reading of Beethoven’s Kreutzer Sonata, Op. 47, Movement I 
 

Beethoven’s “Kreutzer” Violin Sonata, Op. 47, exhibits tantalizing semiotic richness in addition to its 
technical and compositional virtuosity. Using the lenses of virtual agency and musical narrativity reveals 
the first movement as a failure of the tragic-to-transcendent expressive genre, ultimately re-affirming the 
(-)1 order of Frye’s tragic narrative even more forcefully. Viewing this conclusion through a 
psychodynamic lens allows for an agentially-enriched narrative reading that elevates the analysis from 
the semiotic to the profound. Specifically, the (+) transgression contains a tragic flaw that serves to 
motivate its eventual failure against the (-) order.2 
 As an essential preliminary, a brief introduction to narrative archetypes is in order. Byron 
Almén’s account of musical narrative channels Northrop Frye’s theory of archetypes and James Jakob 
Liszka’s concept of transvaluation in order to explain organizational principles influencing a listener’s 
long-range understanding of a sequence of musical events. Transvaluation refers to a listener’s cognition 
of culturally meaningful differences between musical events that are subjected to change over time.3 The 
primary distinctions involved in transvaluation are between 1) initial order and transgression, with the 
resulting interaction leading to a particular outcome over the course of the piece, and 2) the positive and 
negative evaluation of order and transgression in relation to one another, signified respectively by (+) and 
(-). Cultural and stylistic norms, as well as the marked and salient features of a composition’s musical 
events, shape a listener’s probable transvaluation of those events. Applying transvaluation to Frye’s four 
narrative archetypes yields the following basic types of musical narrative. This account focuses on the 
tragic archetype and its cousin, the tragic-to-transcendent. 
 
 

Figure 1: Four Archetypes of Musical Narrative (cf. Byron Almén, A Theory of Musical Narrative, 2008). 
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 Proceeding now to analyze Movement I of the sonata, the tempesta main theme opens in the 
violin with an ascending half-step motion—which I dub the “yearning motive”—in a sudden burst of 
energy, confirming the movement’s home key as A minor and firmly establishing the (-) initial order of 
the tragic narrative. However, both theme’s phrases cadence in the relative major with a rhetorical 
gesture, heightening the music’s harmonic instability and sense of drama. Transitional, tempesta dialogue 
between violin and piano leads to the movement’s secondary theme, a highly pastoral reverie that could 
not differ more with the turbulent material of the (-) order. This peaceful pastoral theme is the (+) 
transgression—one that is, however, highly marked. The cadences of this and the following phrase are 
marked through compression and unusual cadential harmonies. Notice the intruder in an otherwise normal 
half cadence; the bass rises to C-natural, over-shooting its arrival point and forming a Fr+6 chord, modally 
borrowed from the tragic minor. The half cadence raises expectations of a similar phrase leading to an 
authentic cadence as the consequent of a compound period. However, the phrase that actually follows is 
in the parallel minor—a topical trope of pastoral and ombra—is also compressed, and cadences on a 
secondary dominant rather than I or i. No adequate thematic closure is earned by this second phrase, 
which leads directly into tempesta transitional material. This characteristic is the tragic flaw of the (+) 
transgression that serves as the expressive premise of the tragic narrative—the flawed pastoral cannot 
manifest its identity with any closure or completeness but rather slips inexorably back into the tragic, 
betrayed by its own irregularities and imperfections.4 

 

 
Figure 2: Secondary Pastoral Theme, with Tragic Flaw 

 
 The exposition’s closing theme constitutes an elaboration of the yearning motive, outlining tonic 
E minor triads with lower chromatic neighbors on the anacruces. Significantly, this phrase most closely 
fulfills stylistic expectations for a traditional theme, as both the main theme and secondary theme were 
interrupted by rhetorical gestures and did not cadence successfully in the theme’s home key. If the main 
theme establishes the narrative’s (-) order and the secondary theme provides its flawed (+) transgression, 
the closing theme imparts the greatest impression of a unified virtual agent encountered thus far due to its 
completeness, elaboration of the germinal yearning motive, ascending gestural energy, and more unified 
melos. This theme and its atomic yearning motive serve as the primary virtual agent for subsequent 
musical development. 
 The development section opens with precisely this theme in an unprepared tonicization of the VI 
key area, F major. Then, the yearning motive fragments away, embodying even greater hope amidst 
struggle and strife in a massive two-octave ascending gesture. The threads of the unified melos began to 
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pull apart in tempesta fashion, transitioning to the closing theme in D-flat major—perhaps a glimpse of a 
(+) outcome? However, this is quickly redirected to cadence in F minor, characteristic once more of an 
agent unable to complete its thought without becoming subsumed in darkness. Nearing the end of the 
development, two operatic, cadenza-like rhetorical gestures—first in the piano, then the violin—interrupt 
the unmarked musical flow, suggesting a psychological breaking point within the musical subjectivity. 
All that remains intact from this break is the yearning motive—the fragmented head of the agential 
theme—repeated first somberly, then obsessively during the retransition in order to lead to the 
recapitulation. 

The recapitulation concludes successfully, as expected, in A minor. In the usual expectations of 
sonata form, the only task that remains is reinforcing the home key using closural material; however, this 
is where Beethoven’s expressive work truly begins. Post-cadential material liquidating motives and 
reinforcing the home key with standard i-V-i oscillation suddenly veers into a tonicization of the B-flat 
major Neapolitan area via a sequence of secondary dominants—just when final harmonic closure ought to 
be achieved. Why the Neapolitan area, which would be a distant destination even for the movement’s 
development section, let alone its final moments? Perhaps the Neapolitan area’s most salient expressive 
quality is its association with the spiritual or transcendent, particularly as a destination in the tragic-to-
transcendent expressive genre, which carries spiritual associations and often appears unearned by the 
musical discourse.5 

However, as before, the transgression cannot complete its transcendent thought. Gradually, the 
bass gives way to musical gravity, alternating between F and E, the dominants of B-flat major and A 
minor. This progression of the sixth to fifth scale degrees in minor is one of Beethoven’s signature 
methods of “signifying the tragic” in music.6 Similarly, the wavering from F to E indicates a paradigm 
shift of musical magnetism, and the arrival at E as the V7 of A minor prepares the tragic return of the 
main theme. Note, however, that the return of this material is superfluous in sonata form, as the 
recapitulation of the main theme in the home key has already occurred. Rather, this event is expressively 
motivated, signaling the forceful reassertion of the tragic order. A sequence of chromatically-rising 
sforzandi lead to a climactic, empfindsamkeit passage featuring lamento descending motives, repeated 
fifth-scale degree sforzandi like fateful, tolling bells, and a fugue-like separation of voices suggestive of a 
psychological breakdown. Obsessive closural outlining of A minor triads in the piano provides a funereal, 
morendo conclusion. One final glimpse of the yearning motive’s shadow—in B-flat major—offers a 
shred of hope, one that is shattered with finality by the piano’s somber redirection to A minor and the 
movement’s forceful finale. 

Beethoven has twice frustrated listener expectations. A basic tragic narrative forecasts a 
successful reaffirmation of the (-) order of A minor, problematized by the deceptive tonicization of B-flat 
major. In turn, this suggests a tragic-to-transcendent move—one that fails, sinking back down to A minor 
due to the (+) transgression’s tragic flaw. The movement is therefore a failed tragic-to-transcendent, with 
its reaffirmed (-) outcome yet more tragic due to the contrastive valence of the preceding expressive 
discourse. 
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Figure 3: Expressive Coda, Tragic Climax (with final hint of transcendence) 
 

An essential note on the transgression’s tragic flaw: its failings are intrinsic, not extrinsic, ones. It 
is not interruption by the (-) order or dialogical struggle that leads to its undoing, but rather its own 
asymmetrical properties, pollutants from the borrowed minor, and inability to sustain or complete a (+) 
expression. The musical drama is thus an interior, psychological one—not that of external conflict. The 
piece’s virtual subjectivity is unable to persist in thoughts that might lead to (+) outcomes, but rather 
ruminates in a state of recurring negativity. From a psychodynamic perspective, the (+) actor’s inability to 
complete or persist in peaceful or hopeful utterances suggests a common condition: chronic depression. 
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Despite the virtual agent’s efforts to maintain a positive outlook in the face of the tragic order, the results 
are internally flawed and quickly sink into darkness. A transcendent outcome cannot be reached because 
the agent is unable to see, accept, or embrace it. A pair of concepts from psychopathological research on 
chronic depression solidifies this connection: the association between rumination and alexithymia with 
chronic depression. 

Rumination—the tendency to revisit and rehearse the causes and consequences of one’s 
depressive mood—is one of the primary signs of chronicity in depression.7 It constitutes a drain on the 
subject’s cognitive resources,8 impairing problem-solving abilities and ultimately prolonging the patient’s 
depressive state.9 This recalls the virtual subject’s inability to reach a (+) outcome through conventional 
musical reasoning, evident through the half-step descent reversal of the yearning motive—undermining 
the transcendent B-flat major—and the coda’s obsessive outlining of A minor triads. Another key trait of 
chronic depression is alexithymia—the difficulty in accurately identifying and/or describing one’s own 
emotions.10 An individual exhibiting alexithymia may, for example, identify a positive emotional 
response as negative, or vice versa. The flawed pastoral’s inconsistent character—first borrowing from 
the tragic minor, then troping its pastoral topoi with ombra—and the way the ending’s B-flat major 
“slips” into A minor both exemplify this characteristic in music. Throughout Beethoven’s life, depression 
was a frequent visitor, as the Heiligenstadt Testament—written less than a year before the composition of 
the Kreutzer Sonata—makes clear. The composer would have been all too familiar with how despair 
distorts one’s perception in this way.11 Now one need not make as specific an interpretation as this, but 
the substrate of salient musical data remains clear; the (+) transgression ultimately fails to achieve a 
tragic-to-transcendent outcome due to its intrinsic flaw—the inability to complete its peaceful or hopeful 
utterances without sinking once more into tragic darkness. 
 The preceding musical analysis finds an easy home among recent work from the burgeoning field 
of musical semiotics. While such scholarship provides a veritable arsenal of analytical tools, frameworks, 
perspectives, and approaches to glean productive semiotic richness from the fabric of a musical work, its 
conclusions often neglect to address significant aesthetic problems that such meaningful interpretation 
would enable it to solve. I submit that engaging with the wide realm of aesthetics by moving from 
interpretation to evaluation is both possible and valuable. At times the depth and power of the very works 
we study urge us, compel us yet further—to the distant shores of ideology and philosophy, of criticism. 
The practice of musical semiotic interpretation provides the bridge to link the two once more and offer 
fresh insight into presumably unsolvable questions. To wit, building on the above exegesis—based on 
Kreutzer’s semiotic meaning, can this musical work be said to be significant? Is it profound? And, if so, 
does that fact enhance its aesthetic merit and value? 
 Aesthetician Peter Kivy closes his book Music Alone with a discussion of the problem of 
profundity in music. After plausibly defining a profound artwork as one that is about profound subject 
matter and that treats it with craftsmanship worthy of the subject’s gravity, Kivy writes: “Music alone 
isn’t about anything. Hence one musical composition cannot be more profound than another.”12 
Accordingly, Kivy concludes to ineffability concerning the possibility of conveying meaning in music—
that what Beethoven’s Fifth symphony says in music “cannot be told in words.”13 How might semiotic 
analysis constitute a response to the problem of “aboutness” in music? 
 Key to this question is the recognition that Kivy requires music to convey quasi-semantic 
meaning—akin to that of combinatorial language—in order to affirm propositions about profound subject 
matter. I have critiqued this move elsewhere,14 but for present purposes I wish to highlight a fruitful 
possibility proposed by aesthetician Julian Dodd: artistic meaning, or “the familiar kind of meaning 
uncovered in the skillful and sensitive interpretation of a work of art.”15 Refining Nelson Goodman’s 
concept of exemplification, Dodd proffers a musical work’s displaying properties of its subject as an 
avenue for music to attain referentiality without quasi-semantic denotation. Music’s displaying of a 
subject’s properties offers a promising means of navigating between the Scylla of quasi-semantic 
propositional meaning and the Charybdis of utter ineffability. But how can one determine precisely what 
properties are displayed in a musical work? Elaborates Dodd: “A work displays those of its possessed or 
expressed properties whose presence or degree of presence strike the musically literate, sensitive listener 
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as pivotal to the work’s point: those features that shed light on why the work unfolds as it does.”16 In 
other words, a work’s marked and expressively-motivated characteristics—its identity unique from 
prototypes and schema—are key to understanding the properties a musical work displays, and thus in 
determining its “aboutness” or subject matter. 
 This, then, is precisely how analysis of music’s semiotic meaning answers Kivy’s challenge; 
interpretation just is the discipline of understanding the meaningful properties an artwork displays. It is 
the practice of articulating the very features of Beethoven’s Fifth that Kivy suspected were profound but 
was unable—or unwilling—to verbalize. In the case of Kreutzer, the music’s virtual subject displays 
specific properties characteristic of chronic depression—rumination and alexithymia. Semiotic analysis 
thus diffuses the aboutness problem by explicating, in rigorous detail, how music can “refer to things that 
really matter to us, including extramusical things, by virtue of displaying properties that are not only 
possessed or expressed by the music, but instantiated beyond it.”17 Kreutzer’s expressive trajectory 
addresses a vitally important human experience in a semiotically rich and nuanced way that gives 
justification for elevating the piece’s meaning from the interesting to the profound. But why would a 
relentlessly tragic narrative—of flawed character and failed transcendent yearning—be profound? For 
that matter, why should a person listen to tragic or sad music at all? 
 Aristotle’s Poetics proposes the concept of catharsis as a tangible benefit that can be gained from 
engaging with tragedy. Martha C. Nussbaum explicates the Greek term as closer to “clarification” or 
“illumination” than the more problematic “purgation.”18 Engaging with the tragic as well as the joyous 
illuminates or clarifies aspects of life itself that might not otherwise be understood. Life—the universal 
human experience—is itself a heterogeneous mixture of so-called “negative” and “positive” experiences 
that cannot simply be teased apart. Stephen Davies elaborates: 
Loss, deprivation, suffering, pain, struggle, and discomfort—all are part of life. … They come 
unavoidably with life itself, so the living of a life includes one’s dealing with such things as an 
inescapable part of existence. In this world, to choose life is also to choose loss, pain, and the like. And 
we do choose life, even at an age when we know what the choice includes.19 
 Such is the case for art and for music. Our emotional response to music is multi-faceted, ranging 
from empathy to sympathy and even interiorizing—identifying with the music’s expressive trajectory and 
applying its significance to our own lives.20 Given this robust potential for aesthetically warranted 
emotional responses to musical expression, it is no surprise that psychodynamic trajectories occurring in 
music are as numerous and diverse as the flavors of human experience itself. Just as our personal stories 
and emotional experiences influence our emotional engagement with music, musical meaning serves as a 
“guide to our own inevitably emergent expressive experience”—an illumination of life itself in hyperreal 
clarity.21 Movement I of the Kreutzer Sonata is as nuanced as it is tragic—and therein lies its beauty. A 
tragedy is not simply a gruesome vehicle for delivering a particular species of good; the tragic is, in itself, 
beautiful—a beauty aimed at understanding vital aspects of life itself. Such art more than adequately 
warrants the description profound. 
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